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THE Story CONTINUES: From PASSION To PENTECOST 

 

“And Their Eyes Were Opened” 
[“He was known to them in the breaking of bread”] 

Luke 24:13-35 
 

The Story is true. Jesus is alive! 

 

THE STRUCTURE:  

 

I. There was Confusion | The Setting (vv. 13-24)  
 

What they found was not what they expected. They came expecting an occupied tomb and left finding 

an empty tomb. 
 

II. There was Explanation | The Rising Action (vv. 25-29)  
 

The question isn’t, “Can you explain it?” The question is, “Can you accept it?” 
 
III. There was Revelation | The Climax (vv. 30-32) – It is in the breaking of bread we see Jesus 
 

Jesus uses the symbolism [illustration] of the Table to reveal Himself. There is something mysterious 
about the celebration of the Lord’s Table that we must not overlook. It is in the breaking of the bread that 
Jesus is known. 
 
IV. There was Declaration | Resolution / New Setting (vv. 33-35) – we come to see Him and we leave 

to tell of Him 
 

It is as we know and learn from Him that we can go and tell of Him. This is our delight. 
 
THE EMPHASIS: 

 

The Story is true and Jesus is alive. 

 

1. What they found was not what they expected. They came expecting an occupied tomb and left 

finding an empty tomb. 

2. The question isn’t, “Can you explain it?” The question is, “Can you accept it?” 
a. Can you accept that “You can’t, but God can, and Jesus did?”  
b. Listen, the simplicity of the gospel never changes. If you will confess with your mouth 

that Jesus is Lord and that God has raised Him from the dead, you will be saved. 
3. It is as we know and learn from Him that we can go and tell of Him. 

 

So what do we do with this? 

 

 If like those early disciple you question whether or not it is true, go back to the Empty Tomb. 

 If like those early disciple you question whether or not it is true, go back to the Table. 

 If like those early disciple you question whether or not it is true, go back to the Mission. 


